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Again only concerned about displacement
from equilibrium We get 2 linear
2nd order Diffy Qs
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Wehave 2 coupled 2nd order linear
Diffy Qs We have many toils to sole



Lets make this model simpler where
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2 normal mode analysis
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These are linear transforms ble
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We can find particular solutions
and we can find X G dealt
by simply adding subtracting solutions
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took above works wellfor

2 bodies because the centerof mass is
a natural choice forchange of variable

But with N bodies nowdo we choose linear
transformations Its hand So lets look
at an approach that works for many linear
problems Normaldodes
Normal Modes can be thought of as natural
often simple behaviors They have unique
oscillation frequencies soutanes thy car be
degenerate same w diffmode
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We assume a type of solution here
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Model w Klm the case

a basic oscillation w one whiffed
spring
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no innerspring compression

ME we 31m higher frequency oscillator
like a spring with 3k springconstant

FIFA we compressed the middle
spring
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Ok this is cool but can we generalize
this approach If
Consider writing our Eons as a matrix
equation
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We assume a solution again x H
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Ok but how do we know these modes
correspond to

movetogether

Model MAFIA no central
Springcompression

Modes unifying compress content
spring then
pushapart

Let's go back to x Ct tact
for node 1 X t X2Ct
that is the oscillations follow

exactly
for mode 2 x t Xlt

that is the oscillation are
precisely 1800 out ofphase


